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FAITH, HOPE,& LOVE HANGER

TREE OF LIFE 

This product makes a statement. We love the 
way the galvanized metal shines while also 
giving a rustic look. The two fonts contrast each 
other perfectly!  

This sign comes in a variety of sizes and looks 
amazing standing alone on your wall or on a 
wreath as pictured. 

Our Tree of Life sign is a product 
that our bossman has been eager to offer for 
quite a while, and we finally added it to our 
site! We love the way it turned out, and our 
customers became instant fans.  

It is also styled well with a wreath or can 
stand alone nicely. It is a gift that we are 
sure will be very popular this holiday 
season.  

$22.72

$19.47
STARTS AT

STARTS AT

* ALL PRICES LISTED FOR 11.5 INCH PIECES UNLESS 

STATED OTHERWISE



GOLF BALL STAKE
This one is for that individual in your life 
who loves to play on the green! Our golf 
ball stake is full of character and is a sure 
hit with any golf-lover.  

Stake it in the ground or spruce up that 
potted plant with this personalized decor 
piece! Score a hole in one with this gift. 

$22.72
STARTS AT

FOR HIM

SCORE 
A 
HOLE 
IN 
ONE



PERSONALIZED  
DESK PLAQUE

PERSONALIZED CLOCK

Customize your work space or office with 
our classy desk plaques!  

Use up to 10 characters for personalization. 
These make AMAZING gifts for your 
boss, coworkers, or even your favorite 
teacher!  

TICK TOCK, you better grab yourself a 
clock! Our personalized clocks have been 
HUGE sellers. Customers love them, and 
we can't blame them for it.  

This item comes in a variety of sizes, can be 
personalized however you wish, and comes 
in SEVEN different colors!   

$12.99

$32.47
STARTS AT

STARTS AT



SINGLE INITIAL 
NAPKIN HOLDER

SPORTS BALLS

This has been a favorite item of our's since 
its debut - the single initial napkin holder! 

It is perfect for the newlywed couple or to 
spruce up your outdoor picnic table! This 
napkin holder comes in a variety of colors. 
Make your friends happy with this lovely 
gift this holiday season.  

GO, TEAM! We are thrilled this holiday 
season to offer our sports ball collection. 
Your loved ones are sure to feel special 
with their very own personalized sign, 
specific to the sport they love most.   

We offer signs for the baseball, basketball, 
soccer, and volleyball players as well as the 
cheerleaders that root them to victory!  

$29.22

$25.97
STARTS AT

STARTS AT



WREATH HANGER

AMERICAN FLAG PALLET

The wreath hanger is such a fun gift. 
Seasons change, but you can ALWAYS 
count on your wreaths looking extra lovely 
hanging from our personalized wreath 
holder! 

Have your friend's last name or their initial 
placed in the center and wa-la! Their front 
door just got better-looking.  

Are you proud to be an American? Do you know 
someone serving in our military? This American 
flag pallet is for you.  

You can order this pallet with a rustic feel of 
tattered Old Glory OR a smoother version of our 
country's flag. This eye-catching piece will be a hit 
in your home, and your family/friends will be 
most pleased to receive it!  

$16.22

$32.47
STARTS AT

STARTS AT



CIRCLE VINE or 
ANTLER MONOGRAM

STATE HOME SCRIPT

Last but CERTAINLY not least are our 
two most popular products - the Circle 
Vine and Antler Monogram signs!  

These signs are timeless and such a hit! If 
you are having a hard time finding that 
perfect gift, look no further. Your family 
and friends are certain to love these - our 
customers prove that daily!

HOME sweet HOME. There's no place like 
it. Everyone loves our State Home Script 
item because it represents a very special 
place for them.  

The State Home is an excellent gift and will 
make your friends and family smile; we 
promise! 

$25.97

$22.72 

$45.47

STARTS AT

STARTS AT

STARTS AT

<---- FOR 14.5 IN.


